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ABSTRACT
HOW WIKIPEDIA EDITORS COLLABORATE ON ARTICLE “TALK” PAGES

Victor Magnuson, M.A.
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Dr. Jessica Reyman, Director
This thesis is a case study of how Wikipedia editors use article “talk” pages to
collaborate. A review of related literature provides background on how Wikipedia has rapidly
grown into a community of volunteers to make it the largest online collaboration project ever. To
perform the analysis, four diverse articles were chosen to examine the discussions and dialogue
from their most recent or selected “talk” page. The information resulting from this study has
provided both qualitative and quantitative data for analysis.
By codifying terms deemed as potential barriers to participation (expertise requirements
for Wikipedia policy and subject-matter) Wikipedia’s low-barrier-to-entry, which is articulated
through its open editor policy, can be more clearly determined. Furthermore, this study seeks
qualitative data regarding Wikipedia’s civility policy as demonstrated by editors themselves, as
well as strategies for reaching consensus. In doing so, future contributors can be informed to
better understand how Wikipedia’s editors act as a community in attaining the goal of continuous
improvement.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia is known as “the free encyclopedia” that allows anyone to edit its articles.
Since its inception in 2001, Wikipedia has continually created encyclopedic entries in many
languages, including over five million articles in the English language alone. By combining the
functionality of wikis – a technology that allows for open collaboration through the internet –
and editing from a peer-to-peer1 online community2 of likeminded contributors, it has
consistently been rated as one of the most frequented sites on the World Wide Web. As of 2015
Wikipedia was cited as consisting of 32 million articles in 287 languages while drawing over 8
million views per hour and taking up 44GB. When including “talk” pages and archived revisions,
the site’s capacity expands to multiple terabytes of text (Adams & Bruckner 1).
There have been many attempts throughout history at providing an all-in-one resource for
humans’ accumulated knowledge. For instance, Project Gutenberg, which began in 1971 with a
typed copy of the United States Declaration of Independence, provided existing information
from print that was said to predict a future of widespread information through computers. The
project proved to be a precursor to Wikipedia as it had included part of the 1911 Volume 1
Encyclopedia Britannica (Reagle 29-30). Axel Bruns explains in Blogs, Wikipedia, Second Life,

1

Peer-to-peer collaboration is a principle refers to a capability that can be traced back to open source
communities and their peer-based research, which has been referred to as ‘Open Source Intelligence’ or OS-INT
(Bruns 24).
2
The term community has been applied to online networks for its diverse groupings of otherwise unrelated
members. Wikipedia’s community is known for editors devoted to discussion and argument (O’Sullivan 85).
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and Beyond: From Production to Produsage that Wikipedia cofounders Jimmy Wales and Larry
Sanger attempted to create a universal encyclopedia with a project called Nupedia in March of
2000, which included a group of experts who contributed their own research through a sevenstage process of editing, fact-checking, and peer review (104). However, Nupedia failed to reach
expectations for several reasons: the closed (or semi-closed) approach prevented a wider
involvement from public contributors; the editorial governance restricted applications of many
editors; and editorial processes were separated from final contributions (Bruns 105).
Where Nupedia failed to garner an open spirit of community collaboration, Wikipedia
has exceled. As Joseph Michael Reagle Jr. explains in Good Faith Collaboration: The Culture of
Wikipedia, the Free and Open Source Software (FOSS)3 movement inspired the possibility of
organizations without a strict structure. Open-content communities, such as Linux kernel,
Apache Web server, and Wikipedia, are characterized by content available under FOSS licenses,
transparency of processes and rules, nondiscrimination of persons, and noninterference of
participation (Reagle 75-76). Wikipedia has expanded the concept of openness by creating a
space for anyone to contribute to the improvement of its articles in addition to its long-held rule
to “Ignore All Rules” (Reagle 74).
Wikipedia’s use has extended beyond the general public. According to the Hartford
Courant, the Wikipedia Education Foundation (a spin-off of the Wikimedia Foundation) has
helped up to 14,000 students contribute to the creation or editing of 35,000 Wikipedia articles,
and it has been growing exponentially in the past three years (Dewey). A proponent of the

3

The FLOSS movement (developed from within the hacker and FLOSS subcultures) redefines the boundaries of
copyrights, intellectual work, royalties, and reproduction of software. Its success and growth are attributed to
participation from an open collaboration community, and to the technology itself (Jemielniak 2).
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project, biology professor Susan Alberts, stated, “It’s so much better than a term paper, from a
student’s perspective . . . [because] when students write something, someone besides their
teacher actually reads it” (Dewey). Alberts has been incorporating Wikipedia into her classroom
projects for the past five years. Her classes have contributed about 26,600 words to articles such
as behavioral ecology, endurance running hypothesis, and vocal learning (Dewey).
The Wikipedia Education Foundation (Wiki Ed) website describes the many benefits of
utilizing Wikipedia-based classroom learning activities, such as writing for an audience outside
their classroom, providing a public service, and developing critical literacy, research, and writing
skills (Wiki Edu). The Wiki Edu initiative also draws attention to lesser developed articles on
Wikipedia that are in need of attention, from minority and gender studies to science-based topics.
Similarly, in the essay “Indigenizing Wikipedia,” Siobhan Senier describes the experience of
implementing a Wikipedia-based project into her “Native American Literature in the 21st
Century” class. Senier notes that the project proved to be a positive learning opportunity for
students, with one student stating it felt good to contribute to content available for the public on
the web instead of only “taking” content from the internet (Dougherty, J., O’Donnell 36).
New editors have an important role in the continuous improvement of articles and in
general oversight. The dynamic interactions among editors (sometimes referred to as
contributors, Wikipedians, or authors) of various backgrounds opinions, philosophies, and
experiences may motivate the wider readership to contribute. While Wikipedia abstains from a
strict hierarchal approach, there are still hierarchal processes inherent to the site (Reagle 51-52).
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Further, inherent to Wikipedia are heterarchical4 and ad hoc5 structures that gradually form either
implicitly or explicitly, such as “contributor groups,” from networks that remain largely
independent of one another (Bruns 108-109). Over time, Wikipedia has continued to evolve by
adding policies and guidelines to address some criticisms. Some of these criticisms stem from
the notion of whether or not knowledge can remain objective with information that is culled
mainly from the internet. However, according to Bruns, some see the criticism as misguided as
more information has become available through online sources (121). Further, Wikipedia has had
far-reaching success, not only in its wealth of article creation but in its comparable quality
exhibited in its articles.
Dariusz Jemielniak describes in Common Knowledge?: An Ethnography of Wikipedia
that the phenomenal growth of Wikipedia is a result of its policies and guidelines, especially its
open-editor policy, which has helped make it one of the largest collaborative initiatives in human
history (4). However, while there has been much study pertaining to Wikipedia’s
trustworthiness, less has been covered on “the mechanism of trust and credential creation within
the Wikipedia editor community” (Jemielniak 107). Moreover, Wikipedia is unique in its ability
to facilitate consensus among an editor community. Therefore, I have analyzed selected
Wikipedia articles and their corresponding “talk” pages to reveal how editors collaborate and
arrive at consensus in the editing process.

4

A heterarchy is distinguished from hierarchy due to its absence of defined structure and ad hoc approach
(Jemielniak 151). Heterarchies are typically flatter organizations that remain in flux and whose leaders have a more
limited reach than in traditional hierarchies (Bruns 26).
5
Ad hoc refers to the gradual emergence of structures to sustain and manage heterarchical structures (Bruns 143).
Adhocracies (or ad hoc meritocracies) are communities defined by voluntary, temporary, and mobile members
who may shift from one group to another as interests and needs change (Bruns 26).
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My analysis of collaborative writing for Wikipedia editors begins with a literature review
in chapter 2 that includes an overview of its formation and expansion as well as concerns over its
open-editor policy. Next, I’ll discuss the guidelines, principles, and core pillars Wikipedia was
founded on, as it reveals how collaborative editors can contribute to the project. Chapter 3
presents an overview of my study, including the articles I analyzed, the main Wikipedia policies
discussed, and the methods of the study. In Chapter 4, I present my analysis of the chosen
Wikipedia articles, including pertinent data on knowledge requirements and a textual analysis of
actual discourse on public Wikipedia discussion pages. Chapter 5 concludes with my thoughts
and takeaways from the study, including areas of research that may benefit from its results.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The Success of Wikipedia
The success of Wikipedia can be traced back to the origins of the free software
movement of the early 1990s. As Dan O’Sullivan explains in Wikipedia: A New Community of
Practice?, the development of the free GNU/Linux system, which has become a viable
alternative to Microsoft Windows, led to the first successful effort to replace hierarchical forms
of organization, traditionally formed in industrial, commercial, and military sectors (71-72). This
phenomenon has been referred to as the networked information economy, noted for its
displacement of the industrial information economy, such as the nineteenth century newspapers
that required an ever-increasing capital investment (O’Sullivan 73). More recently, the network
information economy has led to emerging cultural production processes referred to as the “age of
participation,” which in turn has begun to displace traditional corporate hierarchies as the main
driving force of economies (O’ Sullivan 73).
The wiki phenomenon has been attributed to the concept referred to as the wisdom of
crowds. Wisdom of crowds is the same concept displayed on the television show, Who Wants to
be a Millionaire with a player help feature, “Ask the Audience” lifeline, which results in the
correct answers in nine out of ten cases. For the wisdom-of-crowds to be effective, three criteria
must be met. The crowd must (1) be sufficiently large, (2) be diverse, and (3) act independently
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of one another (Kaplan and Haenlein 619). Wikipedia too relies on the wisdom of crowds’
phenomenon to fulfill its mission statement. However, Wikipedia relies more on a system of
practices and archived “talk” pages rather than in-person working relationships. As Jemielniak
explains, Wikipedia, like other electronic networks, “is sustained not necessarily through strong
ties among the members but rather by the ties between members and the community” (85). This
is due to the asynchrony of its interactions, because Wikipedians cannot know when or if their
comments will receive a response in the “talk” page discussion (Jemielniak 85).

Motivations for Participation
There is a parallel between Wikipedia and other like-minded communities such as the
Quaker community, Search Conference, and Future Search for their “non-hierarchical structure
and ‘democratic dialogue’ in which everyone’s voice is respected, speaking time is shared, and
open modes of communication among groups are developed and encouraged” (Jemielniak 6364). However, Wikipedia is unique for its altruistic contributors who are willing to contribute
their time and shared knowledge, in spite of the lack of professional recognition (30-31).
Jemielniak posits that meritocratic relations will be emphasized in postindustrial hierarchies (4),
such as Wikipedia, which is based on peer-author collaborations that provide a collective good.
(107). Wikipedia has also developed policies that encourage participation of newcomers and
create community-minded collaboration centered on open discussion (Barton & Heiman 51).
Motivation for contributing to open-source networks is reflective of our society. For
instance, a 2000 study indicated that Americans are increasingly disconnected from one another
due to smaller households, delayed marriage, two-worker families, and the spread of television
and suburbanization, all of which have made it difficult for groups to organize outside of work.
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However, virtual communities have helped fill the gap left by loss of real-community
relationships (O’Sullivan 75-76). Similar to social exchange theory, Wikipedia is a virtual
community that provides social and organizational interactions, such as approval, respect, or
status (Jemielniak 55). Further, peer-to-peer collaboration appears superior to hierarchical
structures because it allows editors freedom to contribute where they see fit (O’Sullivan 74-76).
Virtual communities not only provide a means to participate and share, which is vital to
our psychological well-being; they also provide a way to be acknowledged and recognized –
something previously only available through occupational positions in hierarchical organizations
(O’Sullivan 86-87). This concept can be summarized in the Wikipedia essay on “WikiLove” – a
concept that expresses the general spirit of collegiality and mutual understanding. Such a policy
not only accounts for motivation of new contributions from a diverse community, but also the
collaboration of differing perspectives – from religious fundamentalists to secular humanists,
conservatives to socialists, and beyond (Bruns 115). The “WikiLove” essay emphasizes that the
Wikipedia community, in spite of inherent individual differences, has more in common with
each other in their common passion for sharing knowledge, which also relates to policy and
guidelines pertaining to the values of the project (WikiLove).

Wikipedia’s Collaborative Community
In spite of Wikipedia’s resistance to hierarchical control, some bureaucracy still remains.
Starting in 2003, editors could apply for administrator roles. Administrators, who number in at
over a thousand, have the ability to edit protected pages, view and restore deleted pages, and
restrict editing (Leitch 33). Above them are bureaucrats, who are able to add accounts,
administrators, other bureaucrats, and bots (automated programs designed to handle routine tasks
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and edits). They may also remove accounts, administrators, bots, IP block exemption, or
reviewer user groups1 from an account (33). Above bureaucrats is the Arbitration Committee,
empowered to deal with disputes among editors and oversight of copyright issues (Leitch 33-34).
Apart from the Arbitration Committee are stewards, a smaller group tasked with technical
implementation of community consensus. Finally, the Wikimedia Foundation and their board of
trustees are entrusted with overseeing the Foundation’s mission statement (34).
There is minimal oversight to how Wikipedia policies and procedures are applied. For
instance, Jemielniak describes Wikipedia as a collaboration tool that prefers consensus over
voting. Wikipedia’s policy of reaching general consensus in at least 80 percent of good-faith
disputes helps avoid rigid rules and voting, which is particularly frowned upon in the community
(Jemielniak 63). Wikipedians, like other open-source community members, feel that voting
symbolizes and reinforces institutional divisions through groupthink and confusion (Reagle 110),
whereas consensus is inclusive and reinforces group unity (112). However, attaining consensus
can be elusive and becomes more difficult as groups grow in size, prompting polling on
Wikipedia for long-running disputes (Reagle 110-111).
A metaphor applicable to Wikipedia is that of wiki-gardening. The term originated as a
concept of how wikis allow for a few maintainer janitors, or gardeners, who are able to initiate
processes for creating new policy through the wiki interface. The Wikipedia community, like
other wiki-based projects, allows for the community to collectively decide over time how best to
function as a collective. For example, a landscape designer may decide to incorporate well-worn
paths that are created gradually by a dispersed community of pedestrians into the landscaping

1

User groups refer to any group(s) of contributors, whether they are registered or not (User Access Levels). Leitch
is apparently making reference to administrators with the access and ability to review certain user groups.
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designs. A wise landscaper will recognize the social behavior of crowds by paving an emerging
walkway and ensuring optimal utility (Bruns 117). Similarly, wikis allow for collective decisionmaking that develops over time, such as Wikipedia’s policies, which are created in part through
collective decisions made by the community.
Editors are provided a user page linked with their username. There are few rules
associated with a user page. User pages may help create a social atmosphere indicative of the
site; however, the information provided could also deter their chances for election to
administrative roles if deemed too controversial for voting Wikipedians (Jemielniak 23-24).
Some display information about their interests and experience in userboxes, which are graphic
representations of user statements (25). User pages may also display awards, including
community-based awards such as Barnstars2 and other service awards presented by fellow
editors as a way of showing appreciation for other Wikipedia editors (27). Wikipedians often
organize themselves into formal and informal groups related to real world topics, political views,
and hobbies. They may also specialize in certain areas or practices such as welcoming
newcomers, preparing infoboxes, creating bots for specific tasks, helping with categorization, or
adding a citation-needed tag (Jemielniak 20, 22-23).
Wikipedia’s new approach to knowledge representation, made possible through wiki
collaborations, highlights its core strength: whereas Wikipedia articles are continuously updated,
traditional encyclopedic content becomes outdated over time. In addition, Wikipedia’s ad hoc
approach, which develops governance of activity throughout the process, also inherently expands
upon what has traditionally been considered knowledge. Previous gatekeepers of knowledge,

2

Barnstars are a type of award presented to editors for recognition for their contribution to a specific area on
Wikipedia. To award an editor, a code is copied onto the user’s page with the reason why it is presented (Awards).
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such as the mass media or industrial journalism, have defined what is deemed privy for the
public by filtering the news before publishing (Bruns 72). In contrast, gatewatchers rely on the
ability of people to discern for themselves what they find interesting and noteworthy, which has
ensued due to the online networking capabilities of multimodal media (72-74). Bruns posits that
Wikipedians operate more like gatewatchers. For instance, the ways editors gather information,
such as utilizing “talk” pages to share sources, allow for the Wikipedia community to decide
upon which to use in the article. In this regard, Wikipedia editors begin by “publishing”
information first and then “filtering” the information for what is most relevant to the article
through the processes allowed for by wikis and content editing guidelines.

Wikipedia’s Low-barrier-to-entry
Collaborative culture “refers to a set of assumptions, values, meanings, and actions
pertaining to working together within a community” (Regale 47). Such a culture could be said to
originate with the creation of the wiki itself – a collaborative online format for the continuous
development of documents developed by software developer Ward Cunningham in 1995.3 Wikis
are a networking technology that allow for asynchronous and incremental communication, as
well as openness and accessibility, thus, “furthering accountability and the socialization of
newcomers” (Reagle 51). Wikipedia is by far the most recognizable brand of wikis, which
cofounder Jimmy Wales envisioned as a “free encyclopedia,” not only because it is free to access
but also because it allows freedom to use and adapt it for one’s own purpose (Leitch 20).

3

A “wiki” (Hawaiian for “quick”) is a website technology that uses a simplified markup language to track changes. It
became a popular tool for collaboration, documentation, intranets, and knowledge management (Jemielniak 10).
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The use of wikis allow for online collaborative writing and “good faith” collaborative
culture like the one instilled by founder Jimmy Wales (Reagle 52). Wikipedia’s “talk” pages and
article archives help create this culture by allowing for public access to ongoing debates over
entries (Weltevrede and Borra 3). While Wikipedia’s process has remained the same, the
dynamics of its existence are in constant flux. Some have raised concerns that Wikipedia could
become increasingly bureaucratic and begin to resemble the same institutions it has usurped. In
fact, an increase in guidelines could affect what has been termed as Wikipedia’s low-barrier-toentry (Matei and Bobrescu 40). Wikipedia addresses this concern in a video on their “About”
page, which highlights the necessity of new contributors (About). Furthermore, the development
of Wiki Edu point towards the revelation that new Wikipedians are vital to its continued success.
Wikipedia has taken some criticism over its accuracy of article entries due to its openeditor policy. Concerns persisted over the ability for any person to create false information
through editing (such an act is referred to as vandalism in the Wikipedia community) (Jemielniak
222). In response to the criticism of Wikipedia’s accuracy, Jim Giles authored a study in the
journal Nature that compared forty-two pairs of articles on scientific topics from Wikipedia and
Britannica Online. The result shown a parity in accuracy between Wikipedia and Britannica
Online (Leitch 62-63). Some of the criticism over Wikipedia stems from a public accustomed to
a mainstream news media. However, Wikipedia readers possess the ability to instantaneously
make corrections, and, as Bruns argues, Wikipedia vandals do not speak to the majority of
constructive contributors who must stay vigilant for the price of their freedom (126).
Furthermore, Wikipedia’s inclusive nature relates more to the online environment in which it
exists and allows for diverse subject-matter, such as arts, science, biographies and entertainment.
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Wikipedia Policy and Guidelines
Though similar to other online open-collaboration environments, Wikipedia stands apart
in its utopian appeals in several respects. It was founded on three core constituted principles:
content must be written in a “neutral point of view” (NPOV), positions taken must be verifiable,
and “no original research” (NOR) is permitted (Borra & Weltevrede 3). Wikipedia’s main
principles are relayed through the Five Pillars: (1) Wikipedia is encyclopedia, (2) it is written
from a neutral point of view, (3) it is free content that anyone can use, edit, and distribute, (4) its
editors should treat each other with respect and civility, and (5) there are no firm rules. The
pillars act as the overarching goals that help determine how articles develop and are improved.
For instance, the NOR policy excluding original research makes Wikipedia rely on knowledge
production that is verifiable, as opposed to traditional encyclopedic knowledge production,
which claims to represent knowledge itself (Bruns 114). Further, cofounder Sanger speculates
that the NPOV policy has allowed for collaboration among editors with divergent opinions
(Bruns 119).
Wikipedia policy and guidelines are a salient resource for Wikipedia editors. Articles that
do not meet policy criteria standards may be flagged or considered as candidates for deletion.
Consensus is the preferred method of decision-making on Wikipedia in order to achieve the goal
summarized in the five pillars, which represent the founding principles of Wikipedia. While
unanimity is the preferred form of consensus, it is not always attainable. Thus, editors seek a
“natural process” of consensus by choosing to edit an entry. Reverts, which changes someone
else’s edits to a prior version, should be avoided by utilizing other methods available to resolve
disputes, such as discussing the disagreements on the article’s “talk” page, or enlisting mediation
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or arbitration from the Wikipedia community. When consensus cannot be reached through
editing, Wikipedia article “talk” pages are used to discuss ways to improve articles (Consensus).
Wikipedia encourages the use of thoughtful discussion to resolve any disagreements. An
articles’ “talk” page benefits new editors as well as the reader by discussing the facts of the
article as it relates to verification and conflicts, sharing material by “parking” information for
further vetting and preparations, discussing edits made to the article along with rationales for the
edits, and making proposals for changes (such as page moves, merges or section changes) (Talk
page guidelines). Participants on an articles’ “talk” page should be objective and stay on topic.
Further, personal attacks are not allowed and newcomers should be welcomed, summarized in
the sentence, “Please do not bite the newcomers” (Talk page guidelines).
Wikipedians are encouraged to consider the quality of their argument “as viewed through
the lens of Wikipedia policy” (Consensus). Editors should provide a description of their edits and
try to stay on the topic of source material, article focus, and policy. Also, editors are generally
more successful when they remain civil and respectful in all interactions. Wikipedia’s “Civility”
guidelines assert that differences of opinions are inevitable and people will react differently to
criticism. Moreover, the nature of communication by writing is complicated by the lack of verbal
nuances in conversation that may lead to a misinterpretation of an editor’s comments. Therefore,
good practice includes explaining your edits sufficiently and professionally through “talk” pages
and edit summaries, and avoiding name-calling and condescending language (Civility).
Wikipedia policy consists of an informal hierarchy of principles, guidelines, essays,
information pages, and supplement pages. The Wikipedia community itself has created the
“What Wikipedia is not” article as a guideline that dispels misconceptions about encyclopedic
knowledge creation. It is continuously updated as editors have experiences that lead to new
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additions. It states, for example, that Wikipedia is not a paper encyclopedia, a dictionary,
soapbox, travel guide, or a number of other authentic findings from the community (What
Wikipedia is not). There is also the common misconception that all policies are succinct,4 or that
violating certain policies will automatically get someone blocked. While breaking policy in some
cases can lead to a user being blocked from editing, it is not always the case. Certain policies,
such as Verifiability, are violated regularly and do not get people blocked from contributing in
the future (The difference between policy, guidelines, and essays).
Wikipedia policies and guidelines help editors create articles that are written in the
context of an online encyclopedia for a diverse audience. For example, Wikipedia guidelines
state that their audience members have different backgrounds, education levels, and opinions, so
the article should be accessible and understandable for as many readers as possible (Writing
better articles). Policy also explains how an article should be crafted for readability through style
and tone. Wikipedia prefers, for instance, the “news style” of prose for presenting information in
a short and direct prose similar to a front-page newspaper story. Further, the tone of a Wikipedia
article should be formal and clear, while avoiding the use of “argot, slang colloquialisms,
doublespeak, legalese, or jargon” that may be difficult for the average reader to understand
(Writing better articles).
It is advantageous for Wikipedians to be familiar with the wide array of policy and
resources. Once such policy is the article, “Be bold,” which encourages editors to “Go for it” (Be
bold). The policy encourages the use of bold editing in spite of the possibility of reverts. The
policy even suggests reverts could be a good thing:

4

Here, succinct refers to the misconception that all policies are written in a way that they are similar in length.
However policies can vary in length (also measured in digital terms, such as kBs) (What wikipedia is not).
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Instead of getting upset, read Wikipedia:Assume good faith and Wikipedia:Civility, and
be bold again, but after a reversion of a bold edit, you might want to be bold in an edit on
the talk pages so as not start an edit war. Think about it this way: if you don’t find one of
your edits being reverted now and then, perhaps you’re not being bold enough. (Be bold)
Here the policy directs editors to other relevant Wikipedia policy, thereby demonstrating how
guidelines are interrelated.
Although Wikipedia is not the first to adopt a good-faith approach, the concept was
introduced through ancillary essays like “Writing for the enemy,” which advocate for seeing
things from another’s point of view (Reagle 59). The essay now dubbed “Writing for the
opponent” claims to be effective for resolving disputes in life as much as on Wikipedia, similar
to the role of devil’s advocate. Further, the idea relates to the NPOV policy by allowing editors
to accept other viewpoints while not abandoning their own in the process (Writing for the
opponent). Just as writing from the perspective of another editor can reduce the chances of an
edit war, assuming good faith can contribute to the overall civility of the Wikipedia community.

The Wikipedia Audience
According to Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford, a twenty-first century audience, similar to
that of Wikipedia, is more participatory, collaborative, and distributed while being less
published, individuated, and author-centric (Lunsford and Ede 237). They argue that use of the
term “audience” remains relevant in spite of suggestions to replace it with “discourse
community” or “public” because it has become increasingly difficult to distinguish between
collaborative writers and members of an audience with contemporary digital and online literacies
(239). As, Ede and Lunsford suggest, “one of the beauties of a fluid, multiplictous term like
‘audience’ is its heuristic value in exploring fine distinctions and teasing out important nuances
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in any communicative situation” (240). In fact, a range of audiences exist, such as the
commercial mass-media publics, pedestrians, face-to-face groups, and the active or occasional
audience (persons who meet only on specific occasions) (Ede and Lunsford 161). Wikipedia
bears a similar range of audience, from the casual reader to an editor.
Ede and Lunsford do, however, suggest a new model representing the traditional
“rhetorical triangle” to include not only writers, texts, and readers, but also speakers, media,
viewers, listeners, and context (Lunsford and Ede 240). Such a model, I posit, is applicable to the
Wikipedia community. Ede and Lunsford argue for including a plurality of audiences and diverse
factors to consider in composition in the model:
In a digital world, and especially in the world of Web 2.0, speakers and audiences
communicate, in multiple ways and across multiple channels, often reciprocally. This
momentous shift has challenged not only traditional models of communication but also
the relationship between “creators” of messages and those who receive them. (241)
Moreover, as the roles of writers and audiences conflate, merge, and shift, new opportunities
exist for writerly agency, including “the kind of mass authorship that characterizes sites such as
Wikipedia, Rotten Tomatoes, or collaborative blogs” (241). Such a new model is applicable to
Wikipedia because of the continual awareness of a potentially participatory readership.
O’Sullivan posits that the reader is also responsible for making meaning from any writing
that is given by the writer. Readers of any online material, whether it be a list of results from a
Google search or a Wikipedia article, must create their own of many possible paths. This type of
reading has been enabled in large part by the nature of hyperlinks, of which there are a plethora
throughout Wikipedia (O’Sullivan 132-133). Consequently, a new style of reader has surfaced.
O’Sullivan describes digital reading as a highly creative process “in the sense that every reader
‘writes’ their own text – makes their own connections” and asserts that this process “is built in to
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Wikipedia and the internet in general” (134). In “The Discourse of Blogs and Wikis,” Greg
Myers refers to plural audiences, including a ratified participant (who addressed the question),
bystanders (not addressed but present), and overhearers (not addressed but part of the interaction)
(Myers 78).
Likewise, the knowledge available to readers on Wikipedia is represented in novel ways.
As Leitch explains, “Wikipedia requires the cultivations of new skills that begin with
recognizing how Wikipedia works as an alternative to rather than as an unsuccessful copy of
earlier references sources and leads to developing a new kind of literacy” (88). Whereas previous
forms of encyclopedias, such as Britannica, aimed at projecting a final authority on every
question, Wikipedia displays a collaborative approach. Leitch argues that in many articles, the
history pages provide all sides of the issues for readers to “get a taste of the ways current events
coalesce into history” (90). Indeed, a Wikipedia entry and its corresponding “talk” page may
have much to say about how an audience is perceived and involved in the creation of articles.
While some “talk” page discussions cover rather straightforward issues such as grammar
and style errors, questions pertaining to sources and neutrality are more common. For example,
the article on George W. Bush is one of the longer and most disputed articles on Wikipedia
(O’Sullivan 94). O’Sullivan notes commentary from one editor, User A, who disputes the
absence of “George W. Bush’s tendency to speak in slogans” (O’Sullivan 96). In response, User
B argues that such an inclusion would be a violation of the NPOV. However, User C adds that it
would only violate neutrality if it were not true (96). The example shows how Wikipedia strives
to meet consensus through discussion of principles that govern the online community.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
I analyzed a collection of Wikipedia articles’ “talk” page discussions to better understand
how Wikipedia editors collaborate. I chose four articles with diverse subjects that included
substantial “talk” page discussions appropriate for this type of analysis. For instance, The
“Income Inequality in the United States” article is listed as controversial1 and contains content
that may be in dispute. The “Stream of Consciousness (narrative mode)” article is currently
rated2 as a C, which relates in part to its level of completeness. In contrast, the article for
“Columbia River” has been associated as a featured3 article, thereby drawing comparisons to
consensus strategies. The article on “Gumbo” has also been featured on Wikipedia, yet its
discussions (taken from “Archive 2 in its “talk” page) display unique qualities, especially as it
relates to consensus building. The study shows how the Wikipedia process helps lead editors to
consensus in their collaborations.
In examining these four articles, I analyzed content from the most current or otherwise
designated “talk” page by considering Wikipedia community discourse that is explicit (stated
policy or guidelines) or implicit (implied through discourse). I observed a total of four types of
knowledge categories: Wikipedia expert (WE), which consists of a specific knowledge and

1

Articles can be deemed as controversial if they are constantly being re-edited or are part of edit warring. The
essay on Controversial articles provides more detail for how editors should approach such articles.
2
WikiProjects develop around similar articles that allow for coordinated efforts. WikiProjects are assigned a grade
on a scale pertaining to the article’s quality, importance, and completeness (WikiProjects Literature/Assessment).
3
Featured articles are considered as some of the best articles on Wikipedia according to editors, who review
featured article candidates based on the article’s accuracy, neutrality, completeness, and style (Featured Articles).
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understanding of policy and guidelines; Wikipedia novice, which consists of discussions that are
conversational in nature, or simple and clear explanations of core policies, such as the five
pillars; subject-matter expert (SE), which consists of a more in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the article’s subject; and subject-matter novice (SN), which consists of dialogs
that are conversational in nature or do not require an expert understanding of the topic.
This study analyzed the articles’ selected “talk” pages by counting the editors’ references
to Wikipedia policy or the article’s subject-matter. Each comment was assessed as to whether or
not it is understandable for a novice4 user. For example, an editor’s comment referring to specific
Wikipedia policy, such as guidelines to adding photographs, would be designated as “WE”
because a only a Wikipedian expert would be aware of such policy. Likewise, an editor’s
comment about an interpretation and comparison of multiple economic graphs would garner an
“SE” designation. However, reference made to Wikipedia policy or subject-matter that any
person could understand, regardless of experience in editing, would be marked with “WN” or
“SN” designations, respectively. The categories and criteria were then calculated on a percentage
of the total comments made per discussion. In doing so, I have demonstrated the importance of
Wikipedia policy and subject-matter knowledge for a newcomer and communicated how the
low-barrier-to-entry associated with Wikipedia is challenged by perceived expert knowledge
requirements.
I continue this study in chapter 4 with a textual analysis to observe how Wikipedia
editors interact. By referring to quotes and “talk” page discourse excerpts, editor behavior can be

4

I define the term novice for this study by whether or not somebody new to the Wikipedia “talk” pages would be
able to decipher the discussions. Comments codified as novice were conversational in nature, well-articulated, and
did not require further research, whether in policy or subject-matter, to engage in the discussion.
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observed in relation to Wikipedia policy, particularly as it pertains to civility. While some
comments explicitly refer to Wikipedia policy, adherence to Wikipedia policies can also be
inferred from editor interactions (speaking in a civil manner, for instance, implies an awareness
of Wikipedia policy on ‘civility’). Much of the dialogue, as acknowledged in Wikipedia’s
civility guidelines, can become contentious, and maintaining civil discourse is paramount to
achieving the goals of Wikipedia as communicated through the 5 Pillars. By referencing excerpts
in the chosen articles of this study, I can assess civility as described in Wikipedia policy. As a
result, the way Wikipedia editors display civility in “talk” page discussions can be observed.
Additionally, the textual analysis will reveal the role of Wikipedia policy pertaining to
consensus. While Wikipedia’s consensus policy acknowledges the fact that a clear consensus is
not always attainable, steps can still be taken to assure articles are improved. “Talk” pages are
designated by Wikipedia as spaces where potential changes can be discussed by anyone with the
intent to improve an article. Editors are directed to stay on topic to improve the article (Talk page
guidelines). The study observed strategies for reaching consensus employed by Wikipedia
editors, such as displaying civil behavior and by making complete and clear arguments. While
Wikipedia emphasizes the role anyone can have in improving article, more experienced editors
may have an advantage in persuading others in disputes.
My analysis of the selected Wikipedia article “talk” page includes discussions that pertain
to an assortment of policies. Often, it is the principles of the stated policy that determine how a
debate unfolds. There is a large grouping of guidelines pertaining to Wikipedia editing, but the
guidelines listed in Table 1 below are a quick reference to commonly discussed policy. I have
demonstrated in the analysis and results chapter how these and other policies can both help
collaboration and provide an additional challenge to voluntary participation.
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Table 1: Quick Reference to Commonly Discussed Policy
Page Name
Neutral Point of
View
Civility
Be Bold
5 Pillars
Reliable sources
Verifiability
Criticism
Citations

Description
Content on Wikipedia must be presented fairly, proportionately, and
without editorial bias.
Civility is in the code of conduct and one of the five pillars. Editors are to
treat others with consideration and respect and to “Assume Good Faith.”
Encourages contributors to “Go for it” when updating information.
Participation from many is the key to success.
Wikipedia is: an encyclopedia; neutral; free for anyone to use, edit and
distribute; editors are treated with respect; there are not firm rules.
A reliable source includes a piece of work itself (article, book, etc.), the
creator of the work (writer, journalist), or the publisher.
Verifiability means that readers are able to check that the information
comes from a reliable source.
Articles must present differing subject matter views fairly, proportionally,
and without bias. Separate criticism sections should be avoided.
Citations are required according to the Verifiability principle for any
material that may be challenged or for all quotations.

The observations from this study can be applied beyond the articles specifically analyzed
in this paper because the processes for improving Wikipedia articles through its principles and
policies remain the same for every article. This study presents a new approach to thinking about
Wikipedia contributions from the public as it relates to “talk” page discussions. By considering
dialogue that would likely challenge a new user and therefore potentially discourage
participation, future participation by new users can be more properly assessed. As a result,
similar wiki projects can be informed as to the true nature of contributing to a project that is open
to public contributions.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
My research has revealed three major findings: (1) Knowledge requirements of
Wikipedia policies and (to a lesser degree) subject-matter present a barrier to participation; (2)
Wikipedia editors demonstrate ‘civility’ implicitly through the practice of policy pertaining to
content production; and (3) Wikipedia “talk” pages help editors attain consensus through a sense
of community and cooperation. The sections of this chapter are divided based upon those
findings. The section on knowledge requirements includes a table with the findings based on the
analysis described in chapter 3. The next sections display the findings that are described in the
textual analysis of dialogue from the article’s “talk” pages.

Knowledge Requirements as a Barrier to Participation
Wikipedia policy is often referenced in an article’s “talk” page discussions. I have
observed the references made to knowledge requirements, as explained in Chapter 3. The data
gathered from this research, displayed in Table 2, represent the perceived barriers presented by
knowledge requirements of Wikipedia policy and subject-matter. The barriers can be expressed
by the percentage number listed under “expertise” in Table 2. The table displays how much of
the article’s discussions pertain to subject-matter and how much pertains to the discussion of
Wikipedia policy in both raw numbers and percentages. As a result, an observation can be made
as to the role Wikipedia policy has in an article’s “talk” page.
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Table 2: Perceived Barriers Presented by Knowledge Requirements
Article’s total number of

Wikipedia expertise and

Subject-matter expertise and

comments

novice (raw # and %)

novice (raw # and %)

Article

TC

WE#

WE%

WN#

WN% SE#

SE%

SN#

SN%

Income

118

19

16%

25

21%

64

54%

10

9%

Columbia River

53

13

24%

9

17%

10

19%

21

40%

Gumbo

59

17

29%

17

29%

10

17%

15

25%

Stream of C.

89

3

4%

10

11%

33

37%

43

48%

This data suggests that – in spite of claims by Wikipedia policy and recent research that
anyone can contribute to Wikipedia – barriers exist in knowledge requirements both for policy
and subject-matter. The percentages listed under the “WE” and “SE” categories suggests that
discussions require sophistication in understanding the nuances of Wikipedia guidelines and
debates related to the topic. For instance, the “Income Inequality in the United States” article,
which consist of debates pertaining to economic theory, required a correspondingly higher
degree of subject-matter expertise (54%), while the “Stream of Consciousness (narrative mode)”
and “Columbia River” articles had a higher percentage of subject-matter that would be
discernable to a general audience (represented under the “SN” columns). The level of expertise,
which at times is subjective, takes shape throughout the article’s discourse as contributors
grapple over the scope and definition of the topic.
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The information presented in Table 2 can be analyzed in different ways. For example,
85% of the Stream of Consciousness article is concentrated on subject-matter discussions. This
suggests that some discussions pertain mostly to defining the topic and its scope. Further, 48% of
topical dialogue would be comprehendible by a novice audience. In contrast, only 42% of the
“Gumbo” article “talk” page discussions pertain to total subject-matter discussions. The
difference relates to the type of discussions in the articles. While the Stream of Consciousness
“talk” page focuses more on what examples should be included, the discussions on the “Gumbo”
article pertain more to Wikipedia policy (with a total of 58%), such as specific guidelines for
photo criteria. This research observes how much emphasis is placed on subject-matter or policy
expertise.
The sub-categories (“expert” and “novice”) relay more information. For example, the
“Income Inequality in the United States” and “Gumbo” articles have a combined knowledge
requirement (note shaded categories in Table 2) of 70% and 46%, respectively. This speaks to
the overall difficulty a new editor may experience in understanding the respective articles. It
could be stated, however, that while such knowledge requirements may motivate participation
for some, others may become disinterested in participation due to the perceived difficulty.
Moreover, the data provided in Table 2 does not represent a right or wrong way for articles to
develop; it simply describes how discussions can present information in a way that becomes a
perceived barrier to participation through ostensible knowledge requirements.
While Wikipedia asserts that any user can contribute (About), my research suggests
otherwise. One could speculate the reasoning for this is due to rhetorical stances taken on
partisan political issues, which in turn cause the debates to become increasing technical in nature,
as will be observed in “Subject-matter Expertise Requirements” section of this chapter.
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Additionally, some debates require a more in-depth understanding of Wikipedia policy,
especially when arguing a specific point. For instance, a debate over neutrality becomes
inherently more complex when considering the philosophical debate of whether neutrality is
even possible. Further, some discussions make reference to more obscure and detailed aspects of
Wikipedia policy that only experienced users, I posit, would be able to effectively discuss. These
nuances will be observed in the next sections.

Wikipedia Policy Expertise Requirements
Often Wikipedia article “talk” page discussions relate to concerns over biases or the use
of reliable sources. The conversations between editors, some obviously with differing political or
biased viewpoints, can enlighten how debates ultimately lead toward compromise. In the
“Income Inequality in the United States” article, for instance, Wikipedia editor Mark Miller
begins with the question of how the article can become unbiased. He suggests a separate
criticism section: “. . . . considering that the article runs on at such length, it would be easy to
bury even legitimate critical arguments into massive textual paragraphs and smother them”
(Income inequality in the United States). The argument implies at least partial violation of
Wikipedia’s NPOV policy, while invoking readers who may overlook pertinent information.
User Mark Miller also laments the article’s one-sidedness: “The entire work is obviously
written and massively-supported from a single perspective. Heavily-skewed sourcing of
references. . . I do not support using Wikipedia to segregate criticism or praise. It is not neutral
and that is our goal.” In response, user Tolinjr addresses the remarks directly: “I think any
objective person would agree that this topic is subject to a high degree statistical analysis driven
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by political conjecture and POV (in both directions). So ‘reliable sources’ is a relative issue (it
depends on who you think is reliable)” (Income inequality in the United States).
Discussions of NPOV policy appears useful to a politically-charged article. However,
Wikipedia policy regarding neutrality can become inherently more complex when opposing sides
claim adherence. I posit that a new editor might find such debates confusing as users present
their own interpretations of the guidelines pertaining to neutrality. Moreover, the arguments
pertaining to neutrality sometimes draw upon references to Wikipedia policy in which a new
editor may be less knowledgeable than an experienced one. For example, making the case that
sources are biased ostensibly draws into discussion Wikipedia policy on citations. For example,
below I have included an excerpt from “Income inequality in the United States” article regarding
EllenCT and Tolinjr’s discussion of Wikipedia policy:
Editor

Discussion

EllenCT Some of this should be incorporated in the article on Piketty’s recent book, if
similar arguments aren’t there already. . . Are you okay with trimming the portions
which don’t conform to WP:RS?
Tolinjr

We are open to inclusion on the Piketty article, however. . . supporters of the article
do not want to include ‘in-kind’ or ‘after-tax’ income data because it weakens their
political argument (they want to show the widest income gap possible).

EllenCT I would urge you to add your additional perspective to the existing sections that you
see as unbalanced instead of creating a new top-level unintegrated section as per
WP:Crits. . . Please try to rely on reliable sources such as WP:SECONDARY
academic journal literature review articles or textbooks from widely regarded
experts, instead of blogs, op-eds, and advocacy websites
Tolinjr

Who decides what journalists are reliable or not. Wikipedia policy has a policy of
not citing blogs or opinion pieces … unless they are from Paul Krugman?

EllenCT Firstly, professional journalists and opinion pieces are fine, even when they publish
in blogs. I think WP:Blogs covers the details. Krugman’s blog is actually a New
York Times column, and he is an acknowledged expert with a history of factchecking and accuracy as per Paul Krugman#Awards.
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Here EllenCT and Tolinjr demonstrate how editors reference Wikipedia policy for different
reasons. The excerpt from Table 3 includes arguments that would be considered as requiring
expertise of both Wikipedia policy (designated as “WE”) and subject-matter (designated as
“SE”) due to the specific and technical nature of the dialogue, such as the “WP:SECONDARY”
guidelines and “in-kind” and “after-tax” references. It also becomes evident that policy is
sometimes referenced to make a point, and other times it can be referenced to inform less
experienced editors. While explicit reference to policy is beneficial, there are, I posit, implied
expert knowledge requirements of Wikipedia principles within most discussions, especially
when both editors are considering the best representation of knowledge for a Wikipedia article.
However, there are not always clear answers.
The excerpts from the article on “Income inequality in the United States” shows how
more experienced editors are able to draw from Wikipedia policy to provide a solution. For
instance, a new editor would likely not know the details of “WP:Crits,” “WP:SECONDARY,”
“WP:Blogs,” or the significance of awards. By referencing apropos guidelines, common ground
can be more easily met because it provides more options to solving any dispute. However, I posit
that new editors could become discouraged from arguments that seemingly invoke Wikipedia
policy to further a personal agenda. While EllenCT and Tolinjr may agree to compromise, they
may still disagree as to whether or not the article remains biased. Therefore, I suggest that
increasing amounts of Wikipedia policy could potentially create a barrier for new user
participation.
Although the article on “Gumbo” may not appear to be controversial, it can be
complicated by a history that is embedded in culture, and therefore is vulnerable to occasional
disputes. As with the “Columbia River” article, personal experience may incite thoughts about
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what should or should not be included, as well as how information should be presented. As a
result, the discussions on “Gumbo” tend to rely on Wikipedia policy for reaching consensus. In
fact, discussing Wikipedia guidelines may have helped the article attain its featured status. And
like the “Columbia River” article, it too benefits from civility when there is dissonance.
“Talk” pages also benefit editors by allowing for questions to other community members,
such as Killerdank, who asks about the use of neutrality: “How would I would go about
removing these portions of the article for the sake of neutrality while getting the approval of the
community?” (Gumbo). In reply, Karanacs explains Wikipedia policy regarding reliable sources:
Sometimes we may have first-hand knowledge of something, but if the sources don’t
discuss it, we can’t put it in the article. Also, articles should be neutral point of view,
which means the weight of coverage is given to what is most accepted. Per the sources,
the two types of gumbo (chicken and seafood) are always separate. Per my Mamaw, who
is as Cajun as they come, chicken and seafood are always separate, always have been,
always should be or else. (Gumbo)
The discussion demonstrates the conversational nature of articles’ “talk” pages, in which firsthand knowledge is sometimes relayed. Karanacs explains to Killerdank, that such information
cannot be included in the article per Wikipedia policy, but does provide additional information,
which is typical of Wikipedia’s social community.
Myers concludes that Wikipedians too “are well aware of the problems with any idea of
neutrality or objectivity, but invoke it as an ideal specifically for writing encyclopedia entries”
(147). Additionally, POV arguments can be construed by both sides during controversial
subjects, just as NOR can be applied to exclude people with their own theories and speculations
(Myers 148). Myers posits that the invoking of core Wikipedia policy, including Verifiability
(which references only material that goes beyond generally accepted knowledge) can ultimately
“lead us to real questions about how we get our information and what we trust” (150).
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One of the debates in the “Gumbo” article surrounds the term, “toxic gumbo” (referring
to an expression used to describe water following Hurricane Katrina), which was added by a
controversial editor only known by a unique IP address. A contributor by the username Drmargi
begins the discussion, clearly stating, “the paragraph has no place in this article, at best, it’s
trivia.” Another editor, Jeremy, echoes the response, adding that the unknown IP address has
expressed insults and provided irrelevant information to the article.
However, Wikipedian Steven Walling explains that while more reliable sources have
been identified, the paragraph in question does have some credibility:
. . . for instance, there were books that detailed how gumbo has been used throughout
history as a metaphor for describing the mix of cultures that lead to New Orleans and
Creole culture in general. I think it merits inclusion, described properly as a term that
related to a fleeting situation. (Gumbo)
In response, Drmargi expresses concern that the source supporting the term in question would
open a “Pandora’s box” if included in the article:
I’m glad there are better sources, but I can’t agree that it belongs in the article . . . it’s
about a euphemism adopted during the events following Katrina, and belongs in the
Katrina article, if anywhere. It doesn’t pass WP:TRIVIA, doesn’t fit into the overall flow
of the article, and worse, opens the door for a compendium of every colloquial use of
gumbo, which I’m sure your book makes clear are plentiful. (Gumbo)
Drmargi adds that the term is in poor taste and untimely. What ensues is a debate over Wikipedia
policy related to the controversial edit – namely, guidelines pertaining to verifiability and
notability. Steven Walling addresses Drmargi’s concerns:
I think the correct way of going about it is to write a one paragraph or less statement
summarizing the uses of the word gumbo in a non-literal sense, and maybe use toxic
gumbo as an example. As for distasteful: yes, as someone really enjoys gumbo I agree. :)
But verifiability means that if there’s a preponderance of sources about a mainstream
view of a topic, we should probably include something about it, even if just in passing.
(Gumbo)
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Jeremy disputes the inclusion based on his own interpretation of verifiability and other pertinent
Wikipedia policy:
I strongly disagree with its inclusion. Just because something is verifiable does not mean
it needs to be included. This article is about the food product gumbo. It is not about
Hurricane Katrina, and should not be included as such. If there are other meanings or
usages for the word there should be a disambiguation page set up and a hat note placed at
the top of the article. (Gumbo)
User Steven Walling, however, defends the inclusion of term stating, “Don’t throw out the baby
with the bathwater. When someone, even an anonymous editor, fights for inclusion of
something, it’s worth taking a second look at the sources and giving it a reasonable chance”
(Gumbo). As the debate intensifies, Drmargi calls for “a bit of good faith,” reminding the other
editors that Steven Walling did find better sources regarding the IP editor (Gumbo).
Ultimately, Karanacs adds that its inclusion would be better suited in the Wiktionary (a
multilingual dictionary available through the Wikipedia homepage) instead of the article. This
comment ends the discussion on some level of consensus by providing an alternative option. The
article is also designated as “closed” for further discussion (Gumbo). It is evident that Wikipedia
policy knowledge played a role in the development of the debate and the solution to provide the
information in another destination. The editors demonstrate their acumen of Wikipedia principles
on both sides of the debate. The result is telling, as their knowledge of policy, as well as
Wikipedia resources and sister projects, prove helpful in reaching some level of consensus.

Subject-Matter Expertise Requirements
As a WikiProject for both Literature and Psychology, the “Stream of Consciousness” Cclass rating implies an incomplete article. I posit that such an article may create a paradox. On
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one hand, Wikipedia is the epitome of vox populi, vox dei – “the voice of the people is the voice
of God” yet they are not always necessarily the most intelligent (Leitch 36). Nevertheless,
Wikipedia remains reluctant to dispel different kinds or levels of authority, “because any
admission that some users and editors wield more authority than others would undermine, or, at
least complicate, Wikipedia’s proud claim to be the people’s encyclopedia, or, as its home page
proclaims, ‘the free encyclopedia anyone can edit’” (Leitch 36). Nevertheless, the idea that
Wikipedia articles are always to some degree a work in process makes their credo ostensibly
true.
This study has argued that subject-matter knowledge can provide another barrier to new
user participation. Wikipedia processes, including the use of “talk” pages, are designed to
improve an article no matter the topic. However, the use of an open-editor policy does not
always guarantee an article will be improved immediately. In the “Stream of consciousness
(narrative mode)” article, for instance, Wikipedia policy is invoked not only for rhetorical
reasons, such as arguing a specific point, as was observably the case in the “Income inequality in
the United States” article, but also to define the scope of the topic as it pertains to encyclopedic
knowledge. User Accaber, for instance, laments that “scientific terms can have rigorous,
academic standards on Wikipedia, but a literary term can become ‘completely hijacked’”
(Stream of consciousness). The term “hijacked” is an apparent reference to a Wikipedia’s
guideline pertaining to reliable sources. Here Accaber seems to suggest a grassroots approach to
understanding the scope of article’s topic.
In such a case, “talk” pages provide the space to define the topic beyond the standard
definitions provided by dictionaries. The Wikipedia “Talk page guidelines” article, under the
section “How to use article talk pages,” provides more information on this idea. For example,
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editors are encouraged to communicate the reasoning for their edits. Further, article “talk” pages
should have a positive tone in discussing article improvements, sharing material, and discussing
edits instead of criticizing and picking apart ideas (Talk page guidelines). Thus, ‘article’ pages
display complex discussions pertaining to understanding the subject-matter itself. In this sense,
“talk” pages retain value to the public beyond the article itself.
In the Wikipedia “Stream of consciousness (narrative mode)” article, discussions ensue
that hinge on subject-matter familiarity. As one user explains, “Not only is stream-ofconsciousness difficult to write, it can be difficult to follow when reading. It’s a style that’s
certainly not for every reader, but for those who make the effort, the rewards are well worth it”
(Stream of consciousness). However, the discussion is not only about defining the topic. It also
discusses how to present it in a way consistent with an online encyclopedia. Wikipedia’s five
pillars includes the pillar that it represents encyclopedic knowledge (Five pillars). I have
provided an excerpt below from the “Stream of Consciousness” article pertaining to a discussion
highlighting what information should or should not be included.

Editor

Discussion

Mandel

Let’s keep a literary device a literary device and stop making yourself (and
Wikipedia) look silly by adding things which aren’t confirmed in an
encyclopedia. Remember the first rule of thumb is an encyclopedia is that it has
to be trustworthy.

Balazs

OK, but some of the examples given are questionable. “On the Road” is not
necessarily stream of consciousness. Some of the work of Louis-Ferdinand
Celine (Death on Credit) however, does qualify.

Mandel

Are you 100% sure they are. If yes, give quotes of them here. Then add them
in.
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JDG

Well, Mandel, with all respect, this article (as any WP article) shouldn’t traffic
in your or my opinion but rather in the consensus of authorities in the field.

66.57.225.77 I don’t see how Catcher in the Rye is *not* stream-of-consciousness. Holden
may be speaking to a third person, but he is doing so via relating his jumbled,
almost random thought process, which is very much a stream of disjointed
wanderings.
149.217.72.1 As I understand it, Salinger’s Catcher in the Rye is not stream-of-consciousness
writing precisely because Holden Caulfield narrates and speaks directly to a
second person (the “you” throughout the novel, whether we interpret it as a
therapist or more generally as just the reader).
User JDG then provides a more detailed explanation and admonishes Mandel for reverting the
contribution about Dylan: “Mdude, please stop reverting. You are in the wrong. More reversions
will be added to the mountains of evidence against you in the administrative actions, currently
underway…” (Stream of consciousness). Their dialogue demonstrate how discussion can
become contentious even if they are not partisan topics. In fact, because the debate showed a lack
of cooperation, the process available for handling disputes, which included administrative
assistance, intervenes.
In a related debate of content, Phoenixdolphin queries the Wikipedia audience for
guidance on whether or not to include music and other forms in the “Stream of Consciousness”
article. In response, 175.38.202.35 explains why it should have its own article:
Stream-of-consciousness in music is song format, not a lyrical style. . . It is a format
which eschews traditional froms (binary, turnary, rondo, verse-chorus, etc.) in favour of
sections which flow from one to another, which may or may not be significant enough to
form miniature songs in their own right. (Stream of consciousness)
The detailed response from 175.38.202.35 exemplifies how discussion pages can resolve debates
and crystalize the topic; such a resource, I posit, allows for non-expert peer-to-peer production
instead of hierarchal control mechanisms.
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The “Income Inequality in the United States” article also has several discussions
requiring subject-related knowledge, such as the one under the heading, “Misleading graph.” The
discussion begins with user Phmoreno addressing a graph’s perceived bias, claiming that it
“ignores the fact that the average family shrank in size (with a sharp rise in single parent
households), that total compensation including benefits more closely tracks productivity than
wages and that government transfer payments increased.” Phmoreno then posted a link to a Wall
Street Journal article that supported the point that single-parent households caused a distortion in
the income inequality numbers represented in the graph. In response, user C.J. Griffin references
the American Political Science Association and the American Educational Research Association
and their research on income inequality:
So apparently inequality does exist, but according to this reactionary screed, it’s not
neoliberal economic policies which have caused it, but merely the effects of family
change (i.e., unwed mothers). This is reminiscent of the vile hate-filled propaganda
spewed forth on O’Reilly night after night. (Income inequality in the United States)
The contentious turn reflects the nature of the controversial topic label attributed on the article’s
“talk” page banner. User C.J Griffin goes on to assert a more deep-rooted bias:
Much like the insane denial of man-made climate change, to deny the existence of
widening wealth and income disparity, especially in the United States where it is so
apparent, and ignore the plethora of evidence which makes the case for what is causing it
is to stick one’s head in the sand to live in a fantasy world, a world where unwed mothers
are the villains and greedy multinationals and their bought politicians who have stripped
working people of their economic power are apparently blameless. (Income inequality in
the United States)
Phmoreno calls the comments a tirade, asserting: “There are references that support these facts”
(Income inequality in the United States).
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While editors often have differing viewpoints, some conflict can be healthy for
meaningful debate. Take, for instance, the conversation between users EllenCT and Tolinjr
regarding the inclusion of a criticism section pertaining to certain economic information:
Then I support restoring your criticism section, because it is less likely to be read by
people looking for information on which to base a decision, and an encyclopedia which
presents such radical regressivism as fringe is an improvement over an encyclopedia
which presents radical views held by only a tiny proportion of economists on equal
footing with mainstream views. (Income inequality in the United States)
To which Tolinjr replies:
Perhaps you took my comments wrong. What I was attempting to do was articulate that
econometrics was an aspect of economics that I never really enjoyed . . . However, it
must be frustrating to you to observe how ineffective the Keynesian ‘mainstream’ policy
of trillions of dollars of government stimulus, printing, and borrowing money have been.
(Income inequality in the United States)
Tolinjr’s response is polite but not conciliatory, either. EllenCT too remains genial: “I believe
you are mistaken. Even the most strident Chicago School adherents recognize the basic
principles of anti-cyclical stimuli, which are best illustrated by the ‘high’ and ‘low’ lines on the
graph to the right” (Income inequality in the United States).
Both of the aforementioned articles convey a sense of technical knowledge expertise in
their given topics. As Bruns explains, the best articles on Wikipedia tend to be written by one or
a few editors with technical expertise in addition to the array of editors who help improve it
(110). However, Wikipedia does not require contributors to be subject matter experts, or even to
have a complete grasp of all the various principles associated with the Wikipedia community
(About). In fact, individual credentials appear less relevant, in spite of their reference made by
various editors, than the ability for the community of editors to reach consensus on any particular
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edit. According to Bruns, this as an essential part of produsage1 developments, where peers are
able to offer critique regarding any apparent or real credentials of all participants (149).

Civility in the Wikipedia Community
Demonstrating civility on Wikipedia “talk” pages, I posit, is often represented by implicit
acts of good faith. Whereas policy pertaining to neutrality is often explicitly referred to by
editors, the practice of good faith should be assumed unless there are sufficient reason to believe
otherwise. For instance, on the “Stream of Consciousness” page user, Penwatchdog provides all
three entries for the self-created sections entitled “whole ‘nuther approach” and “whole ‘nuther
approach part 2” citing the need for a separate list of “notable works.” While the dialogue in
“talk” pages can be casual, Penwatchdog veers towards a less-than professional approach, stating
“whole lotta discussion ‘bout a whole lotta nothing; cat’n mouse chatter ‘bout don’t-reallymatter. notable-works-list lengthier than the topic and wasted words ain’t worth being heard’
(Stream of consciousness). Penwatchdog’s efforts could be considered sincere when assuming
good faith, yet the tone and lack of civility are perhaps evident by the lack of response. This
suggests a common sense observation that Wikipedia depends upon civil contributions for an
earnest discussion to ensue. Wikipedia policy reminds editors that “commons sense” might vary
by person (Common sense is not common).
The featured Wikipedia article on the “Columbia River,” as one might predict, appears
more civil and articulate compared to lower rated articles. For this reason, it also is easier to
follow the points being made in the discussions. For instance, a frequent contributor, Pfly,

1

Produsage is a term used to describe production by users in a continuous loop and in an ad hoc manner. It
promises to replace strict hierarchical bureaucracies with looser formations of heterarchies (Bruns 26).
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provides a detailed history of supposed early names to the river in the George R. Stewart book,
Names on the Land:
Whether or not Stewart’s story is true, it is a good one – that a misspelling of the French
spelling of Wisconsin could be the origin of Oregon is pretty amazing. Unless there is a
good source of the origin, references to it should probably say something about the
controversy and uncertainty about it. (Columbia River)
Then llywrch enters the conversation, explaining some other theories of how the river got its
name:
According to Lewis McArthur’s Oregon Geographic Names, the first person to call the
river “Oregon” was the poet William Cullen Bryan in his long poem Thanatopis, written
1817. . . one would think that with all of the settler’s memoirs & detailed records on
various aspects of Native American life like Chinook Jargon, that someone preserved at
least a few of the native names for this river. (Columbia River)
The discussion proved successful because Pete (username Peteforsyth) added a checkmark and
commented “Done, see Oregon (toponym) for more” (Columbia River). Apparently, Peteforsyth
was overseeing many of article’s improvements by checking off changes and updates as
requested under several of the headings. His user page explains more, including his contributions
as co-editor-in-chief of the Signpost since 2016, as well as early work focused on the State of
Oregon, which was also associated with the community of Wikipedia editors in Oregon. His user
page includes a Barnstar that was awarded to him by another editor of the article, Aboutmovies.
There is a personal sense of pride taken by the editors in the Columbia River article,
which seems to be a motivating factor for continuous improvement – a major Wikipedia “talk”
page policy precept. For example, when Pfly explains updates made regarding the Infobox,
Geobox, and other various edits and statistics, Peteforsyth responds with, “Good Work!”
(Columbia River). There is a sense of community that seems to help the flow of improvements.
Moreover, editors associated with higher-rated articles may emerge as leaders from their groups
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and may seek more responsibility and involvement in political affairs as administrators (Bruns
151). In this sense, the effective demonstration of Wikipedia policy, especially as it pertains to
civility, can affect an editor’s status in the community. In Table 3 below I have listed some
typical ways for editors to demonstrate civility within the Wikipedia community:

Table 3: Typical Ways for Editors to Demonstrate Civility
How Wikipedians demonstrate civility in their community
User Information
Description
Implicit Civility
Being respectful of others, remaining calm during disputes, and
showing courtesy in discussions implies an adherence to Wikipedia
policy pertaining to Civility and Consensus.
Barnstar or other
Barnstars and other Service Awards are awarded to editors from
Awards
other editors who want to recognize their contributions to an article
or project.
WP reference
Referencing Wikipedia policy can show experience level and
collaborative values shared by other editors.
Good faith/ Civility
Practicing Good Faith and Civility contributes to effective
collaboration and encouraging participation.
User profile
Complete profiles lets other Wikipedians know your strengths and
interests. It is also a space to be recognized with awards.
Polling
Although used in moderations, polling is required for some roles and
it can help resolve edit wars.
While disagreements occur in the article, their approach is more in line with Wikipedia
civility guidelines than witnessed in previous discussions. For example, when the debate shifts to
the inclusion or exclusion of French terminology, Peteforsyth questions VanTucky’s previous
revert edit before discussing it with the other editors, commenting that it seemed “a bit
aggressive.” VanTucky’s responds directly, claiming “it isn’t being ‘aggressive’ to make edits (I
didn’t ‘revert’ anyone’s recent edits brashly, I made my own) and then reasonably discuss them.
WP:Be bold people. But feel free to revert it w/o starting an edit war” (Columbia River).
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VanTucky than digresses on possible French name origins, while crediting Pete for an early
point: “You’re absolutely right about the Quebecois distinction though, I don’t see it anywhere
else on Canadian articles. Sorry if that was just the knee-jerk Francophobia of an American, but
it looked out of place to me.” Pete responds in kind, stating “Hey Van, I’m sorry about that
remark…you’re right, I was out of line” (Columbia River). The exchange, which included
apologies by both sides, demonstrates Wikipedia’s civility policy. It is also evident – through the
betterment of the article – that civil behavior can have a positive effect on a discussion.
Demonstrating civility on Wikipedia can also lead to successful collaborations. In fact,
the NPOV plays a role in attenuating conflict in addition to providing an objective representation
of world knowledge. Many articles and discussion pages on Wikipedia display an array of
disagreements, arguments, and even contentious behavior. Yet, as Reagle explains,
NPOV policy asks editors to change their (epistemic) perspective with respect to the
claims they make about the world. Similarly, the broad notion of good faith, including
civility and a willingness to apologize, asks editors to extend their (intersubjective)
perspective toward other contributors as well-meaning but possibly mistaken human
beings. (Reagle 55)
Reagle likens the concept of neutrality to that of sportsmanship and impartiality, and an
expectation of accountability (56). Wikipedians have addressed the notion of neutrality, such as
in the essay, “Writing for the Enemy,” which calls for a sense of empathy in reading others’
points of view. The stance of neutrality “implies that contributors should abandon efforts to
convince others of what is right or true, and instead focus on a neutral presentation of what is
commonly understood about that topic” (Reagle 58). Furthermore, it was by the design of Wales
and Sanger to incorporate a non-biased perspective, which later became the NPOV policy.
However, Wales and Sanger parted on the degree of the terminology. For Wales, neutrality
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relates to a personal philosophy of objectivism, associated with 20th century novelist Ayn Rand,
in which one who believes that truth is socially constructed and one who believes that truth
corresponds to facts in reality, can work together in mutual cooperation (Reagle 53). Or as user
EllenCT explains it,
Please don’t take the WP:CRITS setback personally. The WP:NPOV policy usually
means that we try to represent the top two contending positions, with as much pointcounterpoint as necessary for the reader to make an informed decision about which is
most persuasive. (Income inequality in the United States)
Here, NPOV does more than assert a policy of non-biased writing; it lends itself to congenial
discussions over what sources to include. According to Myers, such claims are common to
Wikipedians, who often combine conciliatory expressions while hedging to still make their point.
Concessions are at the heart of Wikipedia Civility, which envisions a kind of give and take
before finally arriving at a consensus. But concessions are also hedges, like questions and
apologies that demonstrate the writer is a rational, cooperative contributor to the shared project
(Myers 154). The discussion on income inequality reflect Myers’ claims about civility. As a
result, the Wikipedia community appears adept at debating controversial topics in hopes of
improving the final product.

Consensus in the Wikipedia Community
Like other Wikipedia articles, guidelines can be understood through editors’ dialogue and
discussions. For example, Pete questions the reasoning for including data in a particular section
of the Columbia River article. In response, VerruckteDan references Wikipedia policy pertaining
to the question:
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Pete, if I’m not mistaken, the general guideline for infoboxes is that any information they
contain should also be stated in the text of the article. . . For example, the text you
removed mentioned the date of the max flow. Trying to include such facts in the infobox
would make it unwieldy, and best left for the text. (Columbia River)
Pete replies with some more insight on how to negotiate Wikipedia guidelines pertaining to
infoboxes and article structure:
I’d hope these questions can be resolved on their specific merits, rather than by an
overarching policy. I don’t feel strongly about whether or not it’s included in the article,
but I do feel strongly that the details don’t belong in the introduction. I came to that
conclusion after showing the article to a friend . . . If you want to include it in the prose,
could I suggest either the Hydroelectric section, or a new section devoted to statistics.
(Columbia River)
In response, VerructeDan makes a decision on whether or not to include the details in the info
box: “Moving the information from the intro section sounds like a good move, I’ll give it a shot”
(Columbia River). Pete replies four days later, stating “I like what you did” (Columbia River).
The dialogue between Pete and Verruckte proved successful in determining the best decision to
make regarding specific information. Here we can see that Wikipedia guidelines are just that –
guidelines that can be negotiated and understood within the context of a particular article.
Much of the success of the Columbia River discussions pertains to the community itself.
As Bruns explains,
. . . the communities of produsage grow and evolve gradually: under beneficial
conditions, productive participation is able to enter into a self-correcting, selfperpetuating cycle which over time attracts further contributors; their arrival must
necessarily alter the make-up and ethos of the overall community, however.” (144)
Yet, in spite of Wikipedia’s heterarchical organization, it is still not strictly a bottom-up
organization. Instead, there remains a constant possibility of reconforming itself based on the
communities forming regularly in the course of content production (Bruns 147).
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Another debate pertained to the image of gumbo and its description. User Otr500 started
the debate over an apparent dichotomy between the article’s prose and the picture, citing the
article that states “Any combination of either meat or seafood can be used, but not both,”
although the caption states “A bowl of shrimp, chicken and sausage gumbo, served over rice.”
The comments were directed towards a general audience, but the contributor of the photo, Mark
Miller, took offense, asking “What’s the hubbub?” (Gumbo). Mark defends its inclusion by first
relaying his experience as an image contributor to Wikipedia and a member of Project Food and
Drink. The picture in question, a bowl of gumbo made from a Zatarain’s premix, was personally
shot by Mark. Yet Otr500’s response is quite pointed:
The article, states Any combination of either meat or seafood can be used, but not
both,…, and there is a reference to supposedly back this up. This, by Wikipedia policies
and guidelines, means the information is valid, and since Wikipedia does not have to
offer the truth, as long as information is referenced, it can be included by consensus.
(Gumbo)
Otr500 continues at length to quote Mark Miller and take apart the argument piece by piece:
The last sentence of my above comments even states Please notice that the info box has a
great looking image of a bowl of gumbo (dated 2013-03-19) that not only appears to
conflict the questioned content. . . but the caption states “A bowl of shrimp, chicken and
sausage gumbo, served over rice” and I am trying to figure out how what is plainly stated
can be confusing? (Gumbo)
Otr500 then offers several questions pertaining to the Zatarain’s package – asking if there was a
specific recipe in use and if the meat was purchased separately. The questions were aimed at
finding out if the picture constituted original research:
There does not need to be a consensus of if there is a “better” picture. . . This boils down
to validity and “verifiability” of references, and make no mistake (don’t be confused) a
picture “can be used” as a reference. . . According to Wikipedia:Featured picture criteria,
the picture, as used on this article, is not in compliance. (Gumbo)
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However, Otr500 explains that the picture does not follow #1, #2, #3, #4, and #8 and that the
article’s featured status is at stake (Gumbo).
Overall, dialogue is telling as it shows the many challenges of reaching consensus, even
for a simple inclusion of a picture (albeit an important aspect of a featured article). When a
similar deliberation was posed in the “Columbia River” article, such as Pete and VerrucktDan’s
decision whether or not to include certain details in the info box, the issue was resolved
immediately. However, the debate in the “Gumbo” article remained unresolved in spite of the
same processes available. Here Wikipedia policy becomes crucial to the debate, although it does
not always help in reaching consensus. As Wikipedia guidelines for civility explain, editors
should assume good faith instead of assuming there is an ulterior motive. Additionally, editors
are encouraged to resist the temptation to snap back (Civility). In this case, Mark Miller
responded passionately, drawing into question the references to Wikipedia policy on featured
picture criteria, stating that “number one says absolutely NOTHING about images” (Gumbo).
The debate seems to meet a stalemate (at least temporarily) with a comment from Mark
Miller asserting, “I am reverting two years later based on this discussion and relying on others to
revert if the silent consensus is enough” (Gumbo). What seems to hold true is the “wisdom of
crowds” approach to Wikipedia. Myers describes such a confluence of editors that make up the
community as “frequent editors who take some responsibility for the page, occasional editors
who drop in to change a detail here or there, administrators who check for format and mediate
controversies, and the occasional vandal” (Myers 139). In this case, Mark Miller relies on
Wikipedia’s open-editor policy that draws on such an array of potential editors and proves to be
paramount in reaching any degree of perceived consensus.
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Such reliance on the Wikipedia process is evident throughout discussion pages. For
instance, Lonewolf offers criticisms of the Columbia River’s article based on deemed
questionable conclusions made in regards to sections on its history:
The whole idea that this one bit of exploration by a private trader should have given the
U.S. territorial claim to so vast an area, an area that was being much more extensively
explored by other nations at the time, seems preposterous; and all the more so
considering that the U.S. only extended east to the Missisippi at the time, the Louisiana
Purchase being over a decade away, as yet. (Columbia River)
User Lonewolf not only questions the source, but ostensibly the entry’s logic as well. Ultimately,
Lonewolf opts to leave “citation needed” tags on this and some other “doubtful” selfassessments. In this regards, Wikipedians rely on more than policy, but also on the community
activity, or wisdom of crowds, to improve the article. Citation-needed tags are only a part of that
process.
Inspiring future contribution is paramount to Wikipedia’s continued success. Wikipedia
often considers newcomers throughout its policy, such as in the “Be bold” essay. In it is a call to
readers and current contributors alike:
We would like everyone to be bold and help make Wikipedia a better encyclopedia. How
many times have you read something and thought – Why doesn’t this page have good
spelling, grammar, or layout? Wikipedia not only allows you to add, revise and edit
articles: it wants you to do it. (Be bold)
The “be bold” guidelines assures us that Wikipedia’s boldness of contributors is one of its
greatest assets, although it is important to “take care of the common good and not edit carelessly
or recklessly” (Be bold). Those words seem particularly salient for this study, which analyzed
how Wikipedians use and adapt principles and policy through wiki-based collaborations.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
If the use of wikis and guiding principles set in place by Wikipedia’s founders have
allowed for its exponential growth and apparent success, then an understanding of the systems
and mechanisms put in place in its creation can reveal much of how the community of volunteers
operates. In this study I have sought answers as to the functionality of such a community through
the words of Wikipedians themselves. Through a thorough examination of the “talk” pages
associated with several articles, I have revealed the nature of dialogue taking place and the
process of creating an online public encyclopedia that essentially anyone can edit. The results
may prove beneficial for a world more adept at contributing their efforts through similar wiki
technologies, both in the educational field and in the private sector. This research can also help
describe what it is like to write for a larger public audience, such as on Wikipedia, which is often
given as a major reason to include Wikipedia projects into academia.
In this study, I have codified points deemed as barriers to contribution, such as Wikipedia
policy and subject-matter expertise in a given article. In spite of the claim of open access to
editing, the dialogue includes intricate positions on authors’ point of views and in depth
references to policy beyond the scope of new contributors to Wikipedia. For instance, the article
on “Income inequality in the United States” consists of arguments drawing on economic theory
beyond the scope of a typical encyclopedic entry during the course of discussion debates.
Likewise, even seemingly less contentious topics, like “Gumbo” and “Stream of Consciousness,”
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proved to be at times contentious or mercurial. Cultural beliefs and the topics' scope made
apparent simple decisions, at time, laborious and frustrating for contributors. However, beyond
explicit reference to Wikipedia and subject-matter references, I found, were also implicit
practices of civility, patience, and restraint, ultimately allowing for effective discourse,
exemplified in the “Columbia River” article, which demonstrated core leadership.
My research has shown that a community of like-minded editors can collaborate through
a complex process of negotiation of policy and norms. This in turn, I posit, reveals a major
paradox: while Wikipedia claims to be an encyclopedia that anyone can edit, the inherently lowbarrier-to-entry may be questioned. In fact, the daunting amount of material written on
Wikipedia policy and guidelines on the site, as well as an increasingly experienced, established
community, may deter a general audience from future contributions. Such a result could prove
detrimental to the continued success of Wikipedia, however, it may quell some criticisms.
Therefore, a more thorough understanding of how dialogue develops for a given article,
including conflict resolution, influence, and consensus building, can inform future contributors
and researchers.
I found conflict resolution to be vital to many of the discussions examined in this study.
Conflicts may be more likely to arise in some divisive subjects and topic areas. However,
Jemielniak describes the paradox of how conflict may motivate Wikipedia participation:
Conflict is possibly the most common form of interaction that people take part in or
observe on Wikipedia . . . I believe this is because conflicts play a crucial role in
motivating people to participate (by increasing their involvement and fueling
engagement). In fact, in spite of the vast majority of literature saying otherwise,
Wikipedia cannot be described as solely collaboration driven; it is also dissent driven.
(Jemielniak 59)
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The findings from this study concurs with the idea that conflict motivates editors to respond to
comments on article “talk” pages. Yet, acts of civility, leadership, and collaboration lead to
consensus more often than disruptive behavior. This is most evident throughout the “Columbia
River” article, which consists of editors functioning together as a community in accord with
Wikipedia principles that pertain to content production and best practices. However, all the
articles for this study displayed at least some degree of quality discussions that could be said to
reach some level of consensus as defined by Wikipedia’s policy on consensus.
Much of the research pertaining to Wikipedia, including this study, may appear anecdotal
in relation to the immense amount of entries in the online encyclopedia. Wikipedia’s breadth
notwithstanding, the processes that make up the site remain the same throughout. The major
advantages posed by Wikipedia – the vast array of editors who contribute their part to the
betterment of the project – lives on through editors inspired to participate. Thus, the results of
this study point towards a new approach to thinking about Wikipedia’s collaborative process. In
particular, that the continued success of Wikipedia is dependent on not only its low-barrier-toentry, but also the site’s shared responsibility for improving the project. Therefore, a better
understanding of how Wikipedia editors collaborate can enlighten its future use in addition to
informing a broad range of studies – from education to management and beyond – for years to
come.
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